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Disclaimer:
No mention of income should be considered a guarantee. There are NO guarantees of
ANY income with any reports or recommendations in this report. You will get out of
any biz what you put into it. Your own results will vary. Any examples are of
exceptional results and no income claims are made. Each individual's success depends
on his or her background, dedication, desire and motivation. As with any business
endeavor, there is an inherent risk of loss of capital and there is no guarantee that you
will earn any money. Any type of trading involves risk. This is not an offer to buy or sell
any equity or investment. Past performances are not necessarily indicative of future
results. Please consult your financial advisor.

Hello, my name is Doug West. Thanks for downloading or sending for this report. If you will take what
I'm about to share with you to heart, you will be able to set up several Rock Solid income streams that
can be with you for the rest of your life. You could even have cash streams flowing to pass onto your
heirs. We want you to have several types of income. No matter what type of business you are in now.
Let me first tell you a little about myself, and why I'm qualified to make such a claim. If you click on
the link above just under my picture, you can read part of an article about me that was in Six Figure
Income Magazine (SFI) a few years back.
You may know me from the web. Together with my affiliates we have sold millions of dollars worth of
products and services over the years online. For the last several years I have been primarily involved in
online trading, and teaching others how to trade the electronic index. I love to trade, but it only takes an
hour or so a day, and I'm done. What you may not know about me is that before my Internet days I was
involved in the mail order business. I sold several things through the mail from the time I was about 15
years old. Mostly what I sold was information. Later I made the transition to the web that many mail
order marketers experienced. Beginning in 1997, nearly all of my marketing efforts were online.
Today many Internet gurus are teaching off line marketing techniques, and you can understand why. It
is getting harder and harder to do online marketing. Since it does not cost anything to email someone,
you have tons of income opportunity scams out there that flood our inboxes with garbage every day. I
have a list of subscribers online that has been near 40,000 at times. But, it is getting more difficult to
get my newsletter and mailings out to folks – even those who have subscribed to my list. Because of
the size of my list, I have been unjustifiably labeled as a spammer by ISPs (AOL is the worst), and hit
with about every online scam in the book. So, yes, it is easy for me to understand why so many are
looking to off line promotions to get the word out.
That does not mean that you can't do online stuff – you can. Actually, when you tie online strategies in
with off line marketing, you create a synergistic and powerful system that was never available before.
Mail order (like the net) is full of scams as well, and that is why I started publishing Opportunity
Investigator Newsletter (OI). We started that off line, and then moved it to the web like so many
publishers (actually we were way ahead of the crowd) have done.
I got the idea for OI when a man called me one day. He had came across some of my mail order
information, and wanted to ask me some questions. He was looking for a solid business he could do
from home, but he had been burned by so many he was about to give up. I asked him what he had tried.
As he started down his list of failed biz opps, I was thinking to myself “I could have warned you about
that one – yep, that one too”. All in all he had spent Thousands of dollars on courses, books, plans, and
opportunities, and was still not making any money.
The thing was, I had bought nearly everything he mentioned too, but I just kept going until I found
something that worked. Yet, I realized that I could have saved this man (and probably many others) a
TON of money had he talked to me first. That was back in the early 80's, and I was in my early 20's
then. This man sounded like he may have been past 60. I really felt for him. That was when I got the
idea to start publishing my newsletter.
After about 2003 it was like trying to find a needle in a haystack to locate good income opportunities to
report on. The bad and ugly ones were (and are) everywhere! I got more and more into trading and
teaching trading, and did not put out many issues of OI. About a year before this writing I promised my

list that I would not put out an issue unless I had something really earth shattering to share. In this
report, we really do. No matter who gave you this report, you need to read every word. Print it out so
you can get comfortable, and then reread it. What I'm about to share with you can truly be life
changing.

MLM Income – A Bad Rap?
If you have seen any of my marketing materials for trading or other info products, you may have
noticed my now famous line (I actually came up with this – but I see many using it now): NO MLM &
NO BULL. If you read that you might think that I'm against MLM or network marketing – I'm not. In
fact, one of the things I made a LOT of money on back in my mail order days, and my early days
online, was multi-level marketing. One of the companies I worked years ago is still sending me checks
(and it has been over 20 years now!). I probably used that now famous line because I know that so
many folks have a bad taste in their mouth over MLM opportunities.
I think it is a good idea to have some MLM income (unless you can write a best-selling novel or top 40
hit song, it may be about the only way for most folks to get recurring income), but I think you should
have other types of income streams as well. I also know how important it is to choose a good MLM
company if you are going to build an organization. It is also important to have a plan of action, or a
system that will work for you and every member of your team as well! In fact, that may be more
important that the opportunity itself.
Years ago we built some really big teams (and we are in the process of doing that again – along with
other income streams too) in network marketing. When I first came online back in 97 I put together a
training program for networkers using an auto-responder (I may be the first one to ever use a responder
for an email course – at least I had the first one that I knew of). The course teaches anyone how to use
the net to build their MLM income. I still get 20 to 100 subscribers each week for that free course (in a
moment I'll share even better MLM training with you).
But, why are so many sour toward networking opportunities?
opportunities? The biggest problem I've noticed
is that they are on a shoestring budget and don't have the money to really market well. If they do have
the money to promote it, those they bring in may not (also, they might not have a clue how to market
their biz).
What if you had unlimited cash to pay for
marketing & advertising your biz opp or MLM
plan? What if everyone you referred quickly
had the funds too? Good News – They Can.....
That is one of the strategies you are going to discover in this report. (You will get a great tip or 2 even
if you don't want to join our team). The more income streams the better right? I'll bet that you could
build about any decent MLM into a HUGE cash explosion if you had a never ending supply of funds to
advertise and promote it. It would be like a self-funding marketing machine!
Many give up before they ever get to the really good money that network marketing can provide. I've
seen them do it, and they were just a few months or even weeks away from their group taking off! The

great thing about networking is that you might enroll a star marketer at any moment. You really don't
know. Using the simple system I'm about to share with you, an older man named Dave from Dallas, TX
recruited me into his group without even knowing who I am. He has no idea how much money I'm
going to make him over the next few years (but he is starting to see it). He just mailed me a post card.
Back in my mail order days I wrote a manual I called Successful MLM By Mail. It had some of the
same tips my free online course has in it (adapted for online strategies of course). We realized that if we
were going to be able to keep working our MLM program, we were going to need some other income
streams to keep it going. We also started selling mailing lists, and a few other supplies that network
marketers could use. Did it work? It worked like a charm! I knew that anyone who bought my manual
would be a good prospect for my MLM opportunity. So, I advertised the book and other products
(including other author's books), and slipped in some info on my MLM biz with their order. Many of
my customers liked the useful ideas in the manual and saw the wisdom of joining our team!
I've had similar formulas online. If you can find the right combination of ad, product, and offer, it
works every time. Let's say you have a pay per click campaign that is costing you $20 a day, but you
are making $100 in sales. Now that's a winning formula! Your list is growing, and those folks are
getting exposed to your other offers (which could be an MLM offer or anything else).
In this report, I'm going to show you how you can start out with a
simple $5 program, and leverage that into $3855 monthly. Also,
how we use that income to develop several other cash streams.....

The good news is that if you can mail a post card, you can be successful with this. Post cards can easily
fuel every part of our strategy. You may want to print this report so that you can get comfortable and
give it your full attention! You need to read & re-read every word – Winners Read!
If I told you that for $5 I could get you a brand new Lexus or your favorite luxury vehicle, would
you read the details to see how it works? (Sadly some would not take the time – we hope that's not you)
Please take your time to go through everything here carefully, because what I'm about to share with
you is worth a LOT more than Any vehicle. These strategies can generate SEVERAL simple income
streams that can flow for the rest of your life (you can even have cash streams to pass on to your heirs).
It can literally be worth THOUSANDS of dollars a week to you in time. No, that won't happen
overnight, but it won't take as long as you might think either.

YOU HAVE TO HAVE A SYSTEM
Many people fail in business because they have no plan of action. They get excited
about an opportunity, and that lasts a few days. When they realize they have no
idea how to promote their new product, service, or idea, they lose interest and
start looking for something else (or worse yet, they go back to a dead-end job).
With our simple system, you should quickly see that we have laid it out so that just about anyone can
start and be successful. All you need is $5 and some determination to stick with it (If you don't have a
few dollars to get started - borrow it! You need this BAD).

Those with limited funds can even be successful, as long as they work the system, and keep working it.
Your goal should be to mail at least 30 post cards each day. If you can't afford to do that, you could start
by placing some free ads on Craig's list, Back Page, or elsewhere. BUT, you should start mailing cards
too ASAP. Post cards are key to our system, and every part of it.
Many big online gurus are now using mail and other forms of off line advertising to get their messages
out, and with good reason. It is getting harder and harder to market online. There is so much spam, and
there is a TON of competition (there is also a lot of garbage trying to pass as solid income plans). For
now, just realize that we do have a system, and IT WORKS if you do!

YOU NEED SOLID OPPORTUNITIES
We have been researching home business and investment opportunities for over 23 years now. At one
point our whole means of living was provided by reporting on the good, bad, and ugly of income
opportunities. We talked with owners, marketers, gurus, affiliates, and others in our investigations.
Needless to say, there is a lot more JUNK out there than good opportunities. Unfortunately that gives
home business and investment opportunities a bad name in some circles.
In our research of opportunities we sometimes uncovered ones that were so good we got involved. We
also learned how to spot things that were doomed to fail from the start. Some plans are actually set up
that way - they are designed to fail. At least for the ones working them. Often times the owners take off
with all the money and leave everyone scratching their head wondering what happened.
But don't let this fact sour you toward home business or investing. There are still some great
opportunities out there. The opportunities we chose to get involved with have always done well. Some
better than others of course. The same is true of investments. We have made some that were HUGE
winners, and some that did OK.
Here is a fact I'm very proud of. Anytime I have told others about an investment opportunity, it has
always paid off! Sure, I've had investments that I made that didn't work out (mostly penny stocks that
failed) but I did not refer anyone else to those deals. I would ONLY recommend an investment or an
opportunity that I have total confidence in. (now that does not mean that a loss won't happen at some
point in the future, but at the time of this writing it hasn't).
I have seen many a marketer or investor over the years lose credibility over something they were in or
recommending that went south.
You simply MUST have solid opportunities to stand the test of time, and we have some winners for you
in this report. Remember, our strategy is to take nearly anyone with $5 to play with and show them how
to leverage that into long-term, Big-Time income. It all starts with a $5 monthly plan known as:

FREEWAY 2 SUCCESS (F2S)
F2S is an opportunity that many join our team with. A simple $5 monthly plan with a 5X5 matrix can

grow into $3855 monthly for you. If you are hurting financially right now (and Millions of folks are
these days), this may be where you need to start.
F2S pays monthly. It is about the easiest program we've ever used for referral income. One of the first
things I look at when evaluating a company is how I would feel about doing it myself.
Would you spend $5 to earn $3855 Monthly? Most folks would & it is easier than you might think
A good friend of mine told me what she was doing with this, and my jaw about dropped to the floor!
She is making several Grand a month with this simple $5 offer.
After I thought about it, I could see why. There are So many people Hurting financially right now, that
it all made sense to me. The benefits are awesome, and even in bad economic times people can come
up with five bucks.
The Real reason I flipped over what my friend told me is that she has always been involved with really
solid strategies with her home biz. I thought, how can anyone take you seriously with a $5 offer?
Then I looked at it and was amazed! The benefits are awesome for your $5. I would tell folks about it
even if we didn't get paid.
We have put together a simple post card plan that can help you make a TON of money with this. Put in
$10 and you can earn $7710 Monthly (you can have more than one spot in the 5X5 plan - enroll your
spouse, kids, etc)! You don't even have to refer anyone to get paid. Our team is mailing thousands of
post cards on this, and you could benefit without doing much (but your biz will grow MUCH faster if
you will mail 30 cards a day).
Not only can this be a starting point for your own Wealth Creation Strategy, but you might also want to:
* Use it as a cash flow tool for folks who cannot afford your other offers
* Use it as an auto-pilot lead system to grow your list & find folks for your MLM or biz opp
* Use it to get out of Debt & Feed Your Family
Whatever you do - USE IT! To read more about the opportunity, and/or to enroll and get started see:
http://cashflow4u.freeway2success.net
With F2S you will have your own replicated web site. (You may want to use our lead capture system
and follow-up responder for just $4.95 monthly – full team members get this free - more on this later)
The only negative thing I could find on this one is that the owner was involved in a failed MLM
company. Could this plan fail at some point. Sure, but we don't see that happening any time soon. If it
does, we can replace it with another feeder plan (or create one of our own).
They are paying out the monthly checks, and my friend who told me about this has been smiling all the
way to the bank. Once you enroll you will want to log into the back office often to see how your group

is growing. It can grow fast for you, and there is no better team in the company to be on than ours.
If you have at least $150 to start your income streams (if not, wait
until F2S has paid you $150 and then move onto this next step), you
should also start using:

POSTCARD O MATIC (POM)

This simple one time pay opportunity can help you get your post cards out. In fact, as your biz grows
you will want to use their services to take your biz and income streams to the next level. Just click your
mouse a few times and thousands of post cards can be printed and mailed for you.
POM pays you instantly when someone enrolls. The money is paid directly to your Pay Pal, Alert Pay,
or other accounts that you specify in the back office. No matter what biz opp you are promoting, you
should be sharing this system with folks. Some may not want to join your program or opportunity,
but they can still use POM to promote whatever they are doing. It is a great strategy to help pay for
your own mailings!
You will earn $100 each time someone joins you, and there is also a reverse 2-up feature that can bring
you a lot of $100 bills from your team's efforts. Basically, everyone gets paid on their first referral
(which is great because then you are in for nothing and you have access to the valuable tools they have
for promoting any biz opp). Then your 2nd and 4th referral go to the person who referred you. After
those two, you'll get paid $100 on ever referral you make (then others are passing up $100 referrals to
you).
You don't want to join any other group with POM because of some special bonuses we are offering. If
you start off with POM, you should also enroll in F2S (above). In fact, check your email for a special
offer as soon as you get through reading this report. (make sure you have us White listed so you don't
miss anything). You will need F2S too for folks who don't have the $150 to join you in POM (and/or
your main biz offer) right now. Many of your F2S members will join you in POM later - when they do,
you just made another $100! POM is a great tool for anyone working any home biz income offer.
The founders of POM set this up right. They have the high-tech software that handles the program,
and makes it all pretty much auto-pilot for you and them. They don't have to pay anyone, since your

referral fees come directly to you. So, they don't have to 1099 anyone. It was expensive for them to set
this program up, but now that it is up and running, there is no reason for them to take it down. It is an
auto-pilot income stream for them and their affiliates for years to come. That is exactly what we want
for you too! Get started here.
Once you have earned at least $250 with POM & F2S (or you have the funds now), you will want to
join us in:

INSTANT INCOME INVESTING (III)
This is our own post card plan, but it offers MUCH more. Unlike POM, there is NO administration fee
with this opportunity. Many of our affiliates like the fact that they don't have to pass anyone up (though
the reverse 2-up in POM can earn you a LOT of money). You get paid 50% on all your own referrals,
and 50% of all their referrals.
In today's economic climate, you not only need BIG cash quickly, but you need to know what to do
with those funds once you get them. Yes, you need income (and the faster the better), but that's not all.
You need some financial savvy that is just not being taught to most of us.
You don't want to leave all your assets in US dollars or investments that only pay off in USD, and this
program will show you simple ways to do that and more.
We want you to be debt-free ASAP, and making investments that could flat make you wealthy, and that
is our focus.
With this plan you will earn $125 immediately when folks join you. You will also earn $125 each time
those you referred enroll folks. This can add up to HUGE income for you! Combine this with what you
are earning with F2S and POM, and things can get really exciting! This will give you the instant cash
streams you need (monthly with F2S) to keep mailing cards and/or promoting your biz opp.
You will want to log into the back office and see how to start making some simple little income
investments that can pay off BIG TIME for you as soon as you have started earning more money than
you need or can spend (which could come fairly soon if you have a little capital to get started with).
You will also discover some things about post card marketing that are not taught by anyone else. You
will see how you can mail a simple card and promote all the income streams mentioned in this report.
You'll discover more simple strategies that work, if you just use them.
This Video Course Will Show You Post Card Secrets For Turning ANY
Type Of Business Into a Huge Profit Machine!
POM is Mainly for Biz Opp Offers – but this Training is Good for
Chiropractors, Lawyers, Carpet Cleaners, Restaurant Owners, or about
Any other Biz that Can Benefit from Post Card Marketing. For that
reason, you will want to Start Offering it in ALL of Your Mailings
ASAP. Those Who Don't Want Your Other Offers May Still Want To
Order This Course for their biz.
When they do – You Will Pocket $125!

To read more about this simple income plan, get my report below:
Get My Instant Income Investing & Post Card Marketing Report Here
Be sure to click the link in the report and Watch The Video.
At some point you will want to join us in Index Trading. I trade 3 or 4 days a week. I never trade for
more than an hour or 2, and I can normally earn from a few hundred dollars to a grand or more nearly
every time. You will need training, but it is not that difficult. I've shown ones from all walks of life how
to trade the index, and some of their stories have been outstanding!
To see just how profitable index trading can be, please watch our video at:
Watch Trading Video Here
You will learn more about index trading when you enroll in our Instant Income Investing course and
program. When you enroll in the Index Trading course it opens up other income streams for you as
well. You can earn from $700 to $1,000 per referral. There are also some advanced courses where you
can earn even more. You can earn $300 for referrals without enrolling in the course yourself, but our
students will always make more with our affiliate plan. Again, you will find out more about these
options once you join our team (or check your email now for special offers).

ELIMINATE CREDIT CARDS FROM YOUR LIFE
With our income plans, you are going to be able to use all the benefits of credit cards, but eliminate all
the downfalls (like payments, interest charges, and bogus fees).
That is because you can have TONS of money going to your Pay Pal or Alert Pay accounts (and there
are other options as well). I like to use the Pay Pal debit card. Sign up for a business account, auction
something off on eBay (using Pay Pal for payment), and get cash back every time you use your debit
card (to date I've not found a bank that will do that - not on a "debit" card).

OUR POWER PLAY OPPORTUNITY
If your goal is a few hundred a week or a Few Hundred Thousand a week
- it is Truly Possible with this Opportunity and Product.
The good news is that most folks have never heard of this company, so
you will be getting in at a good time. Most of their distributors are in
countries outside the USA. But our team is quickly changing that!

With this final income opportunity I'd like to share, you are paid via a Master Card debit card. The
company pays weekly by loading your card on Wednesday. With this opportunity, you have a Rock
Solid company and an awesome singular product. This is our BIG MLM opportunity that can pay you a
HUGE LIFETIME RESIDUAL INCOME.
As with any of our income streams, there has to be a system in place so anyone can be successful, and
there is. Our upline leader Doyle has a proven post card plan in place that makes it easy for anyone to
build their biz (some on our team use his cards, some of us use one that offers this report - that way we
are promoting all of our income streams with one powerful post card – and some use both).
The really great news is that Doyle has a 20+ year track record in the industry, and he has volunteered
to answer all of your prospects questions for you! All we have to do is mail post cards with our id
numbers on them, and Doyle does all the rest.
I'll let Doyle tell you about the opportunity and the company in a moment, but first let me tell you why
I LOVE this opportunity.
Here in a nutshell is why I like this biz opp. The product is great, anyone can mail a post card, and the
MATCHING BONUS! This is what will motivate me and others to help you succeed. You see, if I get
you to $2,000 a week, I will get a matching bonus over and above what I earn equal to 100% of your
team commissions. That means when I have 10 people making 2 grand a week each, I'll be at 20k a
week bonus (over and above my other earnings with the company) - which is where I want to be.
You can start this biz for about $200 and then $60 each month. Our team is doing a LOT of post card
mailings that you can profit from. Our upline is mailing even more cards, and all those new distributors
have to go in someone's group (that may as well be yours - right). They are forced down by the comp
plan. I had one person placed on my team the first day I enrolled, and I continue to get folks placed
under me. Because of our team activity, even folks that have never been successful before are earning
income fairly quickly with this.
Once you get up and running, you can have your monthly order taken from your Master Card pay
card – then you are on auto-pilot! The other income streams we have can generate the money you need
to keep you mailing cards. If you use this report, you can promote them all with one Powerful yet
simple card (probably the one you answered). If you want to promote this biz opp ONLY, then there are
other cards you can use.
The company is called Great Life. With GL you can surely have a GREAT LIFE too! To get more
details download our upline team leader Doyle Chambers' report here:
Get Doyle's Great Life Report Here
(You will want to read every report on Doyle's site, but start by reading the one above)

If you join GL – please use this ID: 315060

Our team has some additional training and strategies for you to make Doyle's post card plan even
better. So, you will want to use his services, but you don't want to join any other team or you will miss
out on some HUGE benefits my team offers as well. You will get Doyle's help (our upline leader) and
mine. So, you really are in the best place in the company!
If you can afford to enroll in this plan now, I have a really special deal for you. Check your email for
the details. If you have to work your way into this with F2S, POM, and III - Great! The thing is, get
started NOW. Do what you can, and grow from there.
You must do something to change the lifestyle you currently have. Even in a horrible economy there
are folks who are earning more money than they ever have before. There is no reason that can't be you.
It can all begin with $5, or whatever amount you have to start your business and income streams.

WHAT YOUR FUTURE MIGHT LOOK LIKE
Imagine getting up in the morning (or anytime you like for that matter) and checking your email to find
that you earned several hundred dollars while you were sleeping. Your POM biz sent 5 new $100
commissions deals to your Pay Pal account. 3 of those folks also joined you in III so you have another
$375 there.
You see a notice from Kosoma LLC that you had 2 new enrollees in the Index Trading course, which
brought in another $1400. You have several notices from Great Life about new distributors too!
You smile as you remember your F2S biz is now up to over $2500 a month, and that allowed you to
quit your job! You wonder how many new ones joined your team. You might check the back office later
to find out. For now you log into POM and with a few clicks of the mouse you send out another 5,000
post cards to keep your income streams flowing and growing!
You decide to see if there are any good looking trades lining up on the index. You spot a simple pattern
you learned. Within a few minutes you have earned an extra grand. You catch another trade and pocket
$1700 on it. Hey, that more than paid for the 5,000 post cards you just sent out with POM!
A few minutes later you shut down for the day and check your snail mail. You see that your income
investments are growing, and 2 of them have sent you checks for the month.
Suddenly you remember that it is Wednesday, and Great Life will be loading your Master Card up
today. You wonder if you should move that to your bank, or leave it on your card and go shopping.
That may all sound like a dream, but that is exactly the kind of life you can have. It all starts with $5
worth of leverage. Why not get started right now? Just follow the steps below:

Follow These Simple Steps To Start Your Income Streams:
1. Join the $5 monthly plan Freeway 2 Success here
2. Enroll In Postcard O Matic here:
3. Send enrollment to my partner in III (if you do this today, you will save $125 on my half):

YOUR DIRECT REFERER ($125):

Doug West (forget this if you order within a week - join me in GL & get this free)
PO BOX 8
Moyers, OK 80162
TEL: 580-298-2778
Click Here To Pay With Paypal

Alert Pay Address = Doug@oiopro.net
or you can send a money order or cashiers check to the addresses (mail delays
access until payment is received - no personal checks please).
2nd Partner Is ($125):

Sharon Hook
P.O. BOX 264
Auburn , KS 66402
Paypal address: laniehook@yahoo.com
4. Join us in Great Life Here - Be sure to use my ID # 315060
If you are unable to do all 4 steps above, do what you can. At the very least, get going with the $5
monthly plan, and join us in the other income streams as soon as you can.

Our Simple Income Philosophy
As mentioned earlier, we have selected only top quality income opportunities (and income
investments in the III course) that have the ability to be around for a long time. However, if
you have ever had an income stream dry up on you, then you will appreciate this. We would
rather have 5 companies or income streams sending us $2,000 a week, instead of only 1
company sending 10 grand a week.(No amount of income is guaranteed or implied see disclaimers)
In the business world, anything can happen at any time. But, what are the chances of all these
top quality income opportunities drying up at the same time? Slim to none. Once you have enough
money to invest, and the knowledge to do it, you can have income streams (many tax-free if you
are in the US) coming in from all over the world. Income streams that you control. That is our
goal for you. Once you have more money than you need, it is simple to add income streams.
So what are you waiting for? Join us to the extent that your budget will allow, and start
building rock solid income for you and your family today! If you can put a stamp and name label
on a card, you can be successful (and so can anyone you introduce to the team!). If you have
the cash to start with a serious mailing, you could even have it all done for you. So again, What
are you waiting for?

